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Closing the Loop 



personeel 

 
High taxes on labour:  

fewer jobs 
 



Labour intensive 

redesign urban mining 
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containers 

Low taxes on resources: 
unrestrained use 
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Eckart Wintzen 
1939-2008 



Eckart Wintzen on Ex’tax  
[video] 



Three steps to a Sustainable Free 
Market Economy, E. Wintzen 

1.  ‘Ecological bookkeeping’  

2.  Taxing resources, not labour 

3.  Repairing ecological damage 



1990 Integrated Report 

| BSO/Origin Annual Report 1990 | www.ex-tax.com/news  



‘Cost of environmental effects’ 

 

Such as:  

-  Carbon emissions (€ 45/t) 

-  Water treatment waste (€ 225/t) 

 

 | BSO/Origin Annual Report 1990 



1990: BSO/Origin Integrated Report 

1996: Ex’tent Green Venture Capital 

2009: The Ex’tax Project 

 



Taxation is  
the ‘business model’  

of governments 



€ 4.9 trillion in taxes per year (2011) 

 | European Commission 



EU weighted average (2011) | European Commission 

51% on labour 



6% ‘green’ taxes 

EU weighted average (2011) | European Commission 



0.3% metals, minerals, fish, water 

EU weighted average (2011) | European Commission 



 ’Efficiency’ has become  
a synonym for  

‘fewer employees’ 
 

- Eckart Wintzen 



500.Xxx Nederlanders werkloos700.000 unemployed (NL) 



4 miljoen Nederlanders 
afhankelijk van het sociaal stelsel

> 4 million dependent  
on social security (NL) 

bron  | 2010 CBS 



23 miljoen Europeanen werkloos> 26 million Europeans unemployed 
 



‘world needs 600 million jobs 
in the next decade’ (ILO)

“600 million jobs needed 
worldwide” (ILO) 



Abundance of human resources, 
 

scarcity of natural resources. 



700 million people in 43 countries 
suffer from water scarcity 



3.2 million deaths from air pollution (2010) 



Prosperity dependent on natural resources 



Een iPhone vereist 46 elementen

bronnen  |  EPA  |  makeITfair  | UL  |  UNEP |  USCC

One iPhone requires 46 elements 



European Commission:  
’high supply risk’ 

| 2010 European Commission 



printplaten 

PC printed wiring boards:  
more gold than the richest ores  

in South-Africa (Umicore) 



Recycling is labour-intensive 



printplaten 



 The tax system  
is a barrier for business  
to hire more people and  

save resources. 
 
 



The Ex’tax effect 



Yes but… 

-  Politically feasible? 

-  Stable government income? 



 Bad for business? 
 



Arbeid/ DIENSTVERLENING 
goedkoper: repareren loont

Lower labour costs: 
repair & maintenance services 



recycling fabriek 

Lower labour costs:  
 recycling 



From lineair 



To circulair 



Growth based on human resources  
instead of natural resources 







-  Manpower 

-  Craftsmanship 

-  Attention 

-  Ingenuity 

Tapping into the abundance  
of human talents 



 
 
 



Disney, Microsoft, Shell opt for  
self-imposed carbon emissions taxes 

 



-  Initiated 2009 

-  Effective coalitions & practical tools 

The Ex’tax Project Foundation 



The Ex’tax mission 

Changing the rules of the game: 
  

A fundamental, budget-neutral  
and fair shift in taxation  

from labour to natural resources. 





Deloitte, EY, KPMG, PwC  
on Ex’tax 



Toolbox 





*Indicative 



 
The evolution of business models  

driven by Ex’tax  
 
  

 
 

WBCSD & Ex’tax research 



mijnbouw 2 Scarcity of natural resources 



Abundance of human resources 



Ex’tax is a precondition for  
sustainable prosperity 



We welcome your support and expertise 

-  Share via social media 

-  Improve knowledge on business cases 

-  Mobilise the business community & 

government 
 



Effects for your business? 
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